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Debate: John Saul in Johannesburg

The Freedom Charter and its legacy: results
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These essays and interventions have their roots in a University of
Johannesburg Sociology, Anthropology and Development Studies Seminar
(SADSS) on August 5, 2015, in which professor John S Saul addressed the
theme of the Freedom Charter’s sixtieth anniversary by segueing from
‘South Africa’s Freedom Charter and its legacy: reflections on anti-colonial
programmes, post-colonial practices, and possibilities for the future’ into an
address entitled ‘The struggle for South Africa’s liberation:  success and
failure’. The SADSS committee invited former Constitutional Court judge
Albie Sachs and erstwhile ANC MP Ben Turok to discuss – or debate – John
Saul’s intervention.1 Thanks to Kammila Naidoo – who chaired; Cheryl
Hendricks – who thanked the participants; co-organisers Peter Alexander,
Tapiwa Chagonda, Natasha Erlank, Kaletso Sello (for excellent logistics) and
Luke Sinwell. Approximately 172 guests attended and participated vigorously.
The Politics and History Departments at UJ cohosted and the Canadian High
Commission co-sponsored too. Given John Saul’s persistent and consistent
criticism of much of Canadian foreign policy concerning Africa and much
else, this indicated a commitment to separation of powers and freedom of
speech. We wish its employees good luck with a new prime minister more
committed to the verities of liberalism than the one at the time.

A few weeks later, Transformation’s editors decided to run with the
words Saul had sent them, based on the seminar, and it seemed a good idea
to publish the responses too. Ben Turok’s – also printed in his New Agenda
(2015) – is reproduced in this edition’s special section. Unfortunately Albie
Sachs did not commit his words to paper and the video of the seminar
(available on the Review of African Political Economy website soon) ended
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with Saul’s initial propositions: thus no transcriptions of Albie Sachs;
readers will have to rely on Saul’s memories of Sachs’ ‘defence’ and this
writer’s recounting of Sachs’ email response to Saul’s draft. ‘Vintage John
Saul!’, Sachs exclaimed, confirming – as do Turok’s memoirs – that these
debates have been going on for many decades since they began in the sixties
at the University of Dar es Salaam and continued at the Eduardo Mondlane
University later. Bill Freund’s more recent and academic intervention was in
preparation for another purpose, as the Saul/Turok/Sachs discussion took
place: its direct engagement with Saul’s oeuvre made it the ideal addition to
this debate. John Saul’s reply to his critics ends the conversation – for now.

The following words indicate much disagreement about politics, ideology
and economic strategy (readers can discern liberals, communists,
‘ultraleftists’, statists, party-ists, populists, state capitalists, and many of
all the other -ists) but it cannot be denied that beyond a great happiness that
apartheid is finished (and they all contributed in various ways to finishing
it) they share beliefs about freedom going far beyond the shibboleths
paraded by those who just want freedom from the state (freedom not to pay
taxes or decent wages as well as freedom of assembly and expression and
to do what they want, consensually, in bedrooms). But when they think
about the freedoms from hunger, ignorance, debilitating illness, and too
early deaths, or freedoms to gain education, health, shelter, and productive
work that careful state actions can enable and that these participants
encourage, they worry that one of the freedoms they cherish most – and can
be too easily taken for granted as the years after 1994 slip by – can be lost
easily. Debates like the following witness this freedom – the freedom to argue
passionately about their beliefs, to utilise the best theoretical and empirical
support for these arguments (the discipline of intellectual freedom will be
thereby demonstrated), to engage in their debates with wider society, and
perhaps even convince people with state and economic power to consider
some of their ideas in a practical manner. What unites them are many of the
beliefs that contributed to the Freedom Charter and a willingness to go into
real battles to promote and protect them against those only too willing to use
force to stop the arguments. Perhaps what divides them is what makes the
Freedom Charter a rather pluralistic emblem.

If we look at the biographies of these men we see family and history
contributing to their personas: Jewish families coming out of the pogroms
in Europe’s east to South Africa and the holocaust in its west to North
America; into the trade union movement and the ANC and the CPSA/SACP
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in South Africa; in Canada and the USA during the sixties along with radical
democrats (the Students for a Democratic Society), the emergence of an anti-
Vietnam War movement, Canadian nationalism, a near social democracy
there that took public health care and equitable education for all as a matter
of common sense … thus did they become immersed in radical politics all over
the world. In Canada and the USA the Soviet-style of socialism did not sit
as comfortably with the young radicals as it did with many in South Africa
– but then they didn’t need material support against a regime as brutal and
reactionary as the one here.

With Julius Nyerere promising a new sort of socialism in Africa, for some
such as John Saul (and a host of radical scholars from England and the
remnants of its empire ranging from Lionel Cliffe to Walter Rodney, and John
Loxley to Mahmood Mamdani – including American Bill Freund, who had by
then researched in the Cape and lectured in Nigeria – were drawn to this
decidedly non-Soviet sort of socialist leader) Tanzania was an attraction and
a place to exercise scholarly solidarity. Ben Turok took up exile there, soon
meeting the Saul family. A decade or so later, Albie Sachs moved from his
work in the UK to Maputo, where he met and started arguing with John Saul
when the latter was teaching what his students called Diabolical and
Hysterical Materialism. They were both at the farewell party for John, where
Craig Williamson’s bomb that killed Ruth First exploded. Six years later Albie
nearly met the same fate: as he opened his car door the bomb erupted; it took
seven hours of doctors’ hard work to save him. Five years later he was
working hard on creating the new legal foundations of South Africa.

The times conditioning these activists and scholars were similar, including
regional war against Portuguese and white colonialisms of a special type, in
the Cold War conjuncture and the debates it inspired about what kind of
collective freedoms were on offer from Maoists, Trotskyists, Stalinists, and
liberals. This context also included youth around the world rebelling against
many restrictions – while enjoying those freedoms offered by the possibilities
of wealth and technology (flying, telephones and telegraphs for the press,
the birth control pill). This blend of historical possibilities for new generations
and new classes in formation created a new space for the kind of debates
about freedom exemplified by the Freedom Charter and those who crafted it
and fought for it. It has created the widening of the freedoms argued about
here but also for new restrictions and repressions taken on by the classes
who have gained power with the help of those freedoms (the technologically
advanced freedoms enabling social media mediated ‘Arab springs’ also
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enable invasions of privacy and exchange; the widening of political freedoms
challenge the authority of newly empowered ruling classes).

Today’s conjuncture throws up new conditions and challenges, in which
the South African political economy inspires analyses and prescriptions
going far beyond what seem here to be quite far apart. They are perhaps
indicated by the university students’ 2015 campaigns urging the falling of
Rhodes-like statues and fees, amidst a stumbling economy and evidence of
a ruling party and state losing their way in the mires of cronyism and
authoritarianism (Lodge 2014, Booysen 2015, Moore 2015b). If one could
agree on anything from the following debates that could be applied to the
contemporary morass, it might be that John Saul’s 1974 Socialist Register
article on the ‘overdeveloped’ postcolonial African state merits re-reading
and re-working. What are the possibilities of a relatively small cadre of
dedicated politicians, planners and eager democratic socialists harnessing
a clearly hobbled state machine to fashion an amalgam of developmental
democracy rather than populist-patrimonial-authoritarianism? How could
such an historic bloc transcend all the blockages inherent in ‘development’s’
holy trinity of primitive accumulation, nation-state formation and hegemonic
construction, and democratisation (Moore 2015a) without, in South Africa’s
transformation of a special type, running up against what Achille Mbembe
worries could be the pitfalls of a certain form of nationalism that might

‘… fetishise black pain, black suffering. So you have people who believe
that to be black is suffering, suffering is for blackness the equivalent of
privilege for whiteness … The other risk is to fall into reverse racism,
start hating white, to believe that by getting rid of white you get rid of
your condition … this concentration of our libido on whiteness, pain
and suffering is after all typical of the narcissistic investment privileged
by this neo-liberal age’. (Pienaar 2015)

Remember, too, that all of these contradictions are embedded in a global
environment markedly different from that of the 1970s.

Today’s freedoms are combined with cultures and ideologies of
authoritarianism that were never dreamt of in the days when these men
started debating. One dares say when the participants in this debate started
thinking about politics they would not have believed the world could be
ruled by a bizarre ideological conglomeration of hyper-liberal economic
fantasies and those of evangelical religions that would make Karl Marx, Max
Weber and John Maynard Keynes weep. These debates’ roots are in a global
context combining Keynesian economics with Soviet Marxism as the backdrop
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along with the teleology of secularism – places like South Africa might have
to pass through something like a National Democratic Revolution to get past
the muck of ages but history seemed on their side. They may well be ill-
prepared for today’s cultural and other wars. South Africa’s emerging
intellectuals have to take the freedoms presaged by the Freedom Charter to
new levels: but they could do a lot worse than start with the following words
and their authors’ larger contributions.

Note
1. This introduction is an altered and reduced version of that for the seminar,

available at http://www.uj.ac.za/faculties/humanities/sociology/Seminars/Pages/
Seminar-2015.aspx
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